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Tele-Presence Microscopy (TPM) is an advanced concept in the integration of computers and high speed networks with scientific instruments for operation, control, communication and research which makes use of ANL's Advanced Analytical Electron Microscope (AAEM) and Analytical Scanning Electron Microscope (ASEM) as development/testbed sites. The implementation of a Tele-Presence Microscopy Facility allows a user from a remote location to either observe and/or control state-of-the-art instrumentation in a real time interactive mode. Using TPM, a user will be able to actively participate in scientific investigations at unique resources such as user facilities without being physically present at those locations. Manufacturers would be able to configure demonstration equipment which are accessible via the TPM system and thus allow prospective customers to remotely evaluate instrumentation before purchase. After acquisition, implementation by the manufacturer of a TPM system would allow remote service/diagnostics by a systems engineer who resides at the manufacturing site. Finally in an educational environment, students can initiate tele-presence operation of instruments which may not be available at their host institution, allowing widest possible access to unique facilities, Alternatively, should students have access to local equipment, they will have the opportunity of consulting an advisor or non-local expert in the field in an on-line mode during their actual experimental session, thus freeing valuable time which would be otherwise wasted during unproductive experiments. Several remote operation concepts have been suggested and partially implemented. TPM when linked with the LabSpace represents a superset of these ideas, in that it is applicable to not only all microscopies but all scientific instrumentation in general.

The generic TPM/LabSpace system is composed of both software and hardware, which operate in a client/server relationship (figure 1). The local operator would be able to control access to the instrument, via a secure login system granting either observation mode or control mode to a remote access request. The remote TPM user would be present at a workstation displaying system configured windows showing relevant experimental details (microscope room & inhabitants, images, spectra, instrument &/or control parameters. see figure 2.), which would be either active or passive, depending upon the granted operational mode. Hot links would be provided so that it will be possible to integrate special resources (such as massively parallel computers) needed for data processing and analysis, when they are available either locally or remotely. The TPM workstation client software is being designed to be as platform independent as possible (i.e. capable of running on most high end workstations Mac's, PC's, Sun's...) and will therefore allow the user community widest access at minimum cost. The TPM/LabSpace proposal is a multi-year program to develop a permanent Tele-Presence Facility providing a continuous presence on the Internet for the microscopy community. Generic TPM client software for this instrumentation will be distributed free of charge to all interested organizations. The current status of the TPM project can be checked by accessing the Microscopy and Microanalysis WWW Site (URL= http://www.msa.anl.gov). This site provides a demonstration of some of the capabilities of a passive link using conventional WWW browsing tools.
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Figure 1: System Architecture for TPM/LabSpace Project.

Figure 2: WWW Screen Images from site URL = http://www.amc.anl.gov showing information available to a passive TPM/WWW user. Microscope Room Views (top), Instrument Status Screen (middle), Microscope Image & Data (bottom).